Introduction
The place which the configuration composed of a pair of rectilinear congruences with generators in one-to-one correspondence occupies in differential geometry is of some prominence.
When corresponding generators do not intersect, a general theory for the projective study of the configuration may be constructed from a system of linear partial homogeneous differential equations of the first order in four dependent and two independent variables.
The theory seems to be well adapted for the study of certain correspondences of Fubini, and a complete basis is furnished for their further investigation. The relation of Fubini's work to the earlier work of Darboux is also fully established. In connection with these correspondences a generalization to surfaces is secured for the concept of intersector curve which Lane introduced in his study of pairs of ruled surfaces.
The consideration of corresponding nets of curves on the intersector surfaces suggests itself, and when the nets of curves are conjugate nets on the surfaces, two distinct possibilities occur. The first of these has been studied by Fubini, and the properties which he discovered are readily obtained by the methods of the present theory. In addition, one or two new theorems are discovered.
The second case arises when a family of intersector surfaces exists in association with each of the two congruences in correspondence.
The differential equations
Let yi = yiiu,v) ik = 1,2,3,4)
be the equations of fourt surfaces 5,(t = l, • • • , 4). When u = uQ, v = v0, four points P< are obtained, one for each surface. Let h be the line joining Pi, Pt, and l2 the join of P3, P4. As u and v take on all admissible values, h generates a rectilinear congruence i\ as long as Si and S2 do not degenerate into fixed points, into curves whose parameters are dependent, or finally into a fixed point and a curve respectively.
Likewise the lines l2 ordinarily determine a congruence r2, whose generators are in one-to-one correspondence with the generators of IV It will be assumed in what follows that h and It are skew lines, so that A = | yly2y3y4| ?i 0.
A system of linear differential equations of the first order may therefore be constructed of the form (2.1) yj = a(iy', y} = fr'y', where each y' stands for y¿, and where the summation convention used in tensor analysis has been introduced. Suppose now that we are presented with a system of equations in four dependent variables y¡ and two independent variables u and v of the form (2.1). The system will be completely integrable when and only when the conditions The most general system of solutions of (2.1) is a linear transform, with constant coefficients, of any particular fundamental system of solutions yé. The equations (2.1) and (2.2) thus define four surfaces 5¿, which taken in pairs determine six congruences; these in turn can be grouped in twos, and in any pair corresponding generators do not intersect. The congruences Ti and T2 form such a pair and the study of the correspondence existing between them by means of (2.1) and (2.2) will necessarily be a projective study.
The geometry of the correspondence between I\ and T2 is equivalent to the theory of the invariants and covariants of (2.1) under the most general transformation (2.6)
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PAIRS OF RECTILINEAR CONGRUENCES 33 y™ = Otmyl + ßmf, y" = anf + ßnT (w = 1 ,2 ; M = 3,4) , Aiü = aiß2 -a2ßi ^ 0, A34 = a3ßt -atß3 9¿ 0, and (2.5) ü = <b (u,v), v = i(u,v) , J(<b,^)^0, which leaves the two congruences unaltered.* The system (2.1) under (2.4) goes over into a system of the same form whose coefficients are readily computed. It is only necessary to display eight of these, namely
Another eight coefficients are secured from the substitution (ab) (uv) and the remaining sixteen are obtained by applying the substitution (2.7) (13)(24)(mw)
to those already determined.
A CANONICAL FORM FOR THE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
New reference surfaces for the congruences may be introduced by applying (2.4) to (2.1). 'Let «¡, ßi be arbitrary pairs of solutions of the equations -aiu + almam = 0, -ßlv + blmßm = 0, so chosen that Ai2^0. A glance at (2.6) gives the relations (3.10 â11 = â21 = 512 = 622 = 0, and the reference surfaces of T2 may be chosen similarly to give the relations (3.12) â33 = â43 = S34 = b4i = 0.
The equations of the correspondence.now take the form (2.1) where the conditions (3.1) are satisfied. The most general transformation (2.4) and (2.5) which preserves (3.1) and leaves the reference surfaces unaltered is of the form * The meaning here given to the letters m and n will be preserved throughout the discussion.
The letters I and p will be used in the sense of m and « respectively.
[January yl = aiivjy1, y2 = (32(«)y2, y3 = a3(n)y3, y4 = ßiiu)y*, ü = fau), v = ypiv).
Pairs of congruences with an intersector property
In his study of pairs of ruled surfaces, Lane* has shown that a family of curves, which he has called a family of intersector curves, exists on each ruled surface, the curves being defined as follows. A curve on a ruled surface Ri is an intersector curve with respect to a second ruled surface R2 in case the tangent at each point of the curve intersects the line l2 which corresponds to the generator f\ that passes through the point. We now proceed to describe a somewhat analogous situation for a pair of congruences. Let Ti be given together with a one-parameter family of surfaces so that h cuts each of the surfaces in just one point. Further let us suppose that the tangent planes to the surfaces at the points of f\ form a pencil ; then the axes of the pencils so obtained determine T2, which, by construction, has its generators in oneto-one correspondence with the generators! °f Fi. The surfaces of the family will be called intersector surfaces of Ti with respect to T2, and we shall say that Ti possesses property I with respect to T2.
The conditions under which the reference surfaces of Ti can be chosen to have the intersector property with respect to T2 are readily determined. For convenience, let ai= -\ia2, ßi= -^2/82, where Xi^X2, since Ai2^0. Then Xi and X2 appear as distinct solutions of the equations X" = a21X2+ (a11 -a22)X -a12, (4.1) X" = b2l\2 + ibn -b22)\ -bu, which can have analytic solutions only when the equation is satisfied, where
3) q = avn -bu11 -ia22 -b22) + almbml -bimaml -ia2mbm2 -b2mam2), r = a}2 -bu12 + almbm2 -blmam2. 
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The expressions for p, q,r may be written as
by virtue of the conditions (2.2).
In case p=q=r=0, the pair of equations (4.1) will be spoken of as a Riccati system of differential equations, with the integrability conditions aln¿,n2 = ¿,l»an2) (4.5) alnbnl -a2nbn2 = blnanl -b2na"2,
The conditions (4.5) are necessary and sufficient for the existence of a one-parameter set of solutions X of the Riccati system (4.1), hence the theorem. The conditions (4.5) on the coefficients of (2.1) provide a necessary and sufficient condition that Ti possess property I with respect to T2. Furthermore, the intersector surfaces of Ti with respect to T2 are determined by solving a Riccati system.
The intersector surfaces are in fact defined by (4.6) x = yx + Xy2, where X =X(w, v) is an arbitrary solution of (4.1). Necessary and sufficient conditions that T2 possess property I with respect to I\ are obtained by applying (2.7) to (4.5). These conditions are not a consequence of (4.5), so that the two sets of conditions taken together provide a necessary and sufficient condition that I\ and T2 possess property / with respect to each other.
There remain for discussion the solutions of (4.1) when not all of p, q, r vanish identically. In this case the analytic solutions of (4.1) are not more than two in number; for, if X=X(«, v) is an analytic solution of (4.1) it is thereby a solution of (4.2). Suppose conversely that X is a solution of (4.2); the conditions under which X is a solution of (4.1) are the following:
In case D^Othe conditions (4.7) are necessary and sufficient for the existence (4.9) = 0.
of two and only two surfaces associated with Ti having the intersector property with respect to Y2. The two surfaces are given by (4.6) where X satisfies (4.2). They may be chosen as reference surfaces for Vi in which case we have the relations In case D = 0, and p, q, r are not all identically zero, (4.9) provides a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of one and only one surface associated with Ti having the intersector property with respect to T2. As before, the surface in question is given by (4.6) and (4.2). The surface may be chosen as the reference surface Si for Ti in which case a12 = 612 = 0.
The theory of a Riccati system of differential equations
Let there be given a Riccati system Theorems analogous to those for an ordinary Riccati equation* may be obtained for a Riccati system (5.1). Thus, for instance, the cross ratio of any four amalytic solutions of a Riccati system is constant.
Let us now return to the geometrical considerations from which arose the discussion of the Riccati system of equations.
In the first place the meaning of the term intersector surface becomes apparent from the following theorem. When Ti possesses property I with respect to T2, the intersector curves on all the ruled surfaces Pi of Ti with respect to the corresponding ruled surfaces R2 of T2 form themselves into the intersector surfaces of Ti with respect to T2. This theorem can be phrased more directly by saying that any ruled surface Ri of Ti meets the one-parameter family of intersector surfaces along its intersector curves with respect to the corresponding ruled surface R2 of T2. In this form the theorem is geometrically evident and we can in fact exhibit the Riccati equation defining the intersector curves of Ri. The parameters u and v can always be chosen so that any 7?i of i\ is given by v=vÇu) which also defines R2. We have from (2.1) the relations
which, on comparison with Lane, loc. cit., p. 282, (1), are the equations for the correspondence between Ri and 7?2, and on the other hand, dX .
which, from (5.3) and Lane, loc. cit., p. 288, (13), is the required Riccati equation.
The cross ratio of any four solutions of a Riccati system having been shown to be constant, we have proved that when Ti possesses property I with respect to T2, any four intersector surfaces cut each generator h of I\ in a set of four points which have the same cross ratio on all generators of I\. This theorem is a generalization of the theorem proved by Lane, loc. cit., p. 289, for intersector curves.
Since the theory of a Riccati equation is equivalent to the theory of the intersector curves on a given ruled surface, with respect to some associated ruled surface,* it is natural to inquire if there is any sense in which it can be said that the theory of a Riccati system is equivalent to the theory of the intersector surfaces of a given congruence which possesses property 7 with respect to some associated congruence. The answer is in the negative, for let us assume that we are given a Riccati system (5.1) and a congruence I\; then it is not possible to determine a second congruence T2 with respect to which Ti possesses property I, and at the same time have the intersector surfaces defined by (5.1). We omit the proof of this statement.
If the parametric ruled surfaces of the congruence Tx for the correspondence (2.1) are chosen as the developables of Ti the relations which are necessary and sufficient that the developables of T2 be the parametric surfaces for T2.
The intersector surfaces
When Ti possesses property / with respect to T2 the equations of the correspondence and of the intersector surfaces reduce to simpler forms. The intersector surfaces form a family, and the points of any pair of the surfaces are in correspondence, where corresponding points lie on a generator h of IY The consideration of corresponding nets of curves on these surfaces suggests itself. When the nets of curves are conjugate nets two distinct possibilities occur. The first of these, in which case the developables of Ti trace out conjugate nets on all the intersector surfaces, has been studied by Fubini* who at the same time recognized t its relation to certain theorems of Darboux. % This relation may be fully established by means of the present theory. The second case occurs when each of the congruences Ti and T2 possesses property I with respect to the other.
When Ti possesses property I with respect to T2 the conditions (4.5) are satisfied, and by choosing an arbitrary pair of intersector surfaces as reference surfaces for Ti, the coefficients of (2.1) can be made to satisfy the additional relations (6.1) a11 = a12 = a21 = a22 = ft12 = ¿>21 = 0, b11 = b22.
The intersector surfaces are then given by (4.6), where X = const. By means of (4.6) the coefficients D, D', D" may be computed for an arbitrary intersector surface Sx; they are When F = 0, (4.6) defines the focal surfaces of I\. Evidently a focal surface cannot have the intersector property; the focal surfaces must also be distinct, otherwise the intersector surfaces degenerate into intersector curves, a situation which will be excluded. The equations (6.2) show that the parametric surfaces of Ti will trace out a conj'ugate net of curves on every intersector surface when the following conditions are satisfied: au0n bnan A comparison of these two relations with (6.42) and (6.52) leads to three possible consequences of (6.4) and (6.5), namely:
(6.6) alnbnl = 0, blnanl = 0, (6.7) a24¿>42 -a13b31 = 0, b24ai2 -b13a31 = 0, and (6.8) a1"*»1 = 0, ¿>24a42 -bl3a31 = 0, or the alternatives (6.9) blnanl = 0, a2ib12 -al3b31 = 0, which are not essentially different from (6.8).
We turn attention to the situation corresponding to (6.4), (6.5), (6.6). These conditions taken together may be written in the form (6.10) alnbnm = 0, blnanm = 0.
As a consequence we note first of all that (5.4) and (5.5) are evidently satisfied. Geometrically, (6.10) then implies that the developables of Ti are parametric, and the corresponding parametric surfaces for r2 are the developables of that congruence. The developables of the pair of congruences thus correspond, and those of i\ trace out a conjugate net of curves on every intersector surface. Secondly, we see on comparing (2.2) and (6.1) with (6.10) that (6.11) bu11 -0.
In case Ti possesses property 7 with respect to T2 with the further property that the developables of Ti trace out a conjugate net of curves on every intersector surface, we shall say for brevity that Ti possesses property 7i with respect to T2* The following two theorems concerning necessary and sufficient conditions for property 7i are stated without proof.
Let Ti possess property I with respect to T2 and write the equations of the correspondence in the form (2.1), (6.1). The equation (6.11) is a necessary and sufficient condition that Ti possess property 7i with respect to T2.
When the equations of the correspondence between Ti and T2 are in general form (2.1), the conditions (6.12) alnbnm = bl"anm are necessary and sufficient that Ti possess property 7i with respect to T2. In case the developables of Ti are the parametric surfaces of the congruence these conditions take the form (6.10).
As a consequence of these results two theorems due to Fubinit may be proved without difficulty:
When Ti possesses property I with respect to T2 the developables of Ti cannot trace out a conjugate net on any of the intersector surfaces unless Ti possess property 7i with respect to T2.
When Ti possesses property 7i with respect to T2, the developables of the congruences correspond.
We are now in a position to connect up the fundamental theorem of DarbouxJ with the present theory. Let two surfaces Si and S2 be given in one-to-one point correspondence.
The lines joining corresponding points generate a congruence Ti, while the lines of intersection of the tangent planes to the surfaces at corresponding points generate a second congruence T2. Corresponding generators do not intersect unless Si and S2 are the focal surfaces of Ti, in which case h and l2 coincide. This case is excluded from the discussion.
When the developables of Ti trace out conjugate nets on each of the surfaces Si and S2 the surfaces are said by some writers to be in the relation of a transformation F, or briefly in relation F. §
We can now prove the following theorem :
Si and S2 are in relation F if and only if I\ possesses property 7i with respect to T2.
To show this we note to begin with that (4.7) is necessarily satisfied. As a consequence, the additional relations Let us turn next to the consideration of (6.4), (6.5) and (6.7). The conditions found from (4.5) by use of (2.7) can be shown to be satisfied so that T2 necessarily possesses property I with respect to Ti, and the parametric surfaces of T2 trace out a conjugate net of curves on every intersector surface of T2 with respect to IY Suppose now, conversely, we assume that each of IY T2 possesses property I with respect to the other. The equations of the correspondence can be written in the form (2.1), with (6.1) and with the additional conditions (6.14) bnp = 0, a33 = aM, a3i = ai3 = 0.
We note also from (2.3) that the equation
is satisfied. The coefficients of this reduced system of equations satisfy (4.5), and the conditions found from (4.5) and (2.7) by the nature of the correspondence which they represent. Suppose further that the coefficients of (2.1) satisfy (6.7). The con-ditions (6.7) are equivalent to a particular choice of the parametric ruled surfaces for the correspondence. Then it may be shown that (6.4), (6.5) hold provided the condition (6.16) aV-a'V'^O be maintained.
We have thus proved the following theorem.
When each of Ti, T2 possesses property I with respect to the other there exists ordinarily one and just one net of ruled surfaces for each congruence which traces out a conjugate net of curves on every intersector surf ace associated with that congruence.
The third possibility for consideration is expressed by (6.4), (6.5), (6.8). We note that (6.8) is made up of (6.6i) and (6.72). We might expect interaction between (6.6i) and (6.72), creating conditions not already found in the discussion of the previous cases; the nature of (6.6i) and (6.72), however, shows that this is not possible. Hence we need not expect a third type of relation between Ti and T2 for which conjugate nets of curves on the intersector surfaces of Ti with respect to T2 are in correspondence.
If the parametric surfaces of Ti are to trace out an asymptotic net of curves on every intersector surface of Ti with respect to r2, three possibilities are secured as in the discussion for conjugate nets of curves.
The conditions secured in the first case cannot hold, for they imply that the developables are the parametric surfaces for Ti, and Fubini* has shown that the developables of Ti cannot trace out the asymptotic nets on all the intersector surfaces.
In the second case the relations aimaml -a3mam3 a"^"1' = 0, (6.17) bimbmi = b3mbm3, bnmbmp = 0 (n ¿¿ p) may be obtained in a manner entirely analogous to the discussion of the equations (6.4), (6.5), (6.7). We are unable to say anything further about this case, other than that it does not appear likely to yield conditions sufficient for the desired correspondence of the asymptotic nets on the intersector surfaces.
The transformation of Laplace
When Ti possesses property h with respect to T2, the system (2.1) may be simplified so that the relations * Fubini, loc. cit., p. 246. Let the developables of l\ be chosen as the parametric surfaces for the congruence. The equations (5.4) and (5.5) are satisfied since the developables of the congruences correspond; and (6.12) becomes (6.10). From (5.4) and (7.1) we have the equations (7.2) y} = hy2, y} = hy? , where h = au/a23 = au/a2i, h = b13/b23 = bu/bu, h * t%.
A generator h of Ti is cut by an arbitrary intersector surface in the point Px whose coordinates are given by (4.6) with X = const. From (4.6) and (7.2) we find Xu = (¿i + X)yu2, xv = ih + X)yv2, and certain theorems concerning the nature of the correspondence, proved
by Fubini* and Darboux,f now follow without difficulty.
Since the developables of I\ meet any intersector surface in a conjugate net of curves, these curves form the parametric net for the surface, where it is assumed that (5.4) and (5.5) are in force, and the Laplace equation for the surface may be determined as h+X h+X In case b = 0 or e = 0, one or the other of the focal surfaces of T2 degenerates into a curve, so that we may assume bc^O.
The following theorem may now be stated without proof.
The locus of the ray-points P" of the u-curves of the intersector surfaces at the points of a generator h of Ti is the v-langent to the focal surface for the u-developables at the focal point ofh.
The focal point of h is a singular point for the locus.
A corresponding theorem may be stated by interchanging u and v, and replacing o by p. Suppose now we fix upon a particular intersector surface x = y1+\0y2, where X=X0 is some constant. For this surface we find xu = (h + Xo)>>u2, h = h(u,v).
The equation h(u, îi)+Xo = 0 defines a certain curve on the surface and xu = 0 all along this curve. Every point of this curve is a point Pt1, its coordinates having the form t1 =yl -hy2, hence the curve also lies on the focal surface of the «-developable of IY At the same time we find xv = (h + \o)y2 , h = t2(u,v), so that xv = 0 all along the curve defined by h(u, i>)-r-X0 = 0, which is the intersection of the given surface and the focal surface for the ^-developables of IY The following theorem has thus been proved.
When Yi possesses property 7i with respect to Y2 every intersector surface of Yi with respect to Y2 contains two singular curves which are the intersections of the surface with the focal surfaces of IY The ray-points for the reference surface Sx at Py\ may be written as Pt\, Pa\, and likewise the ray-points of S2 at P"2 as Pp2, P"2 respectively. The line Ifipi is the locus of the ray-point P" and /"ii2 is the locus of the ray-point P".
Two lines have thus been determined which correspond to h, thus generating the pair of congruences Tp, IY
The Laplace transforms of IY are defined by means of the focal surfaces of IY, whose equations are Ti = yi -tiy2, t2 = y1 -/2;y2, respectively. The congruence rTsTj is the congruence IY but IYT« which, by definition, is called the first Laplace transform of IY has been shown to be IY The congruence rriT¿ is again IY but IYri which, by definition, is the minus first Laplace transform of IY is IY The points Pylv, P"j are the focal points for l2, and r,«,^ is T2 while
Yyiyuu is the first Laplace transform of T2. Yyyuv is again T2, while r"v is the minus first Laplace transform of IY The equations (2.1) may be set up for the correspondence between the first Laplace transforms of Ti and T2 and the theorem follows :
When Yi possesses property 7i with respect to Y2, the first Laplace transform of Yi possesses property h with respect to the first Laplace transform of IY* The intersector surfaces for the derived correspondence are the first Laplace transforms of the intersector surfaces for the given correspondence.
-7----' * Fubini, loc. cit., p. 249.
The corresponding statement can be made for the minus first Laplace transforms.
Reciprocal congruences
The Green reciprocal relation for a pair of congruences represents a particular type of the correspondence defined by (2.1). As a conclusion to the present discussion the equations of the correspondence between an arbitrary pair of reciprocal congruences may be exhibited.
Let the four homogeneous coordinates Di of an arbitrary point Px on a surface Sx be given as analytic functions of two independent variables u and v. Suppose further that Sx is non-degenerate and non-developable, and is referred to its asymptotic net. Then the functions xk are a fundamental set of solutions of a completely integrable system of partial differential equations which may be reduced to the Fubini form where 0 = log ßy, and where certain integrability conditions are satisfied.
The points P", P" defined by Two congruences Yxy, rp" have thus been determined in one-to-one correspondence, so that corresponding generators do not intersect.
The coefficients aij of the system (2.1) for the correspondence are as follows: 
